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Why am I talking about SCIG?

• St Vincent’s Hospital Melbourne will soon be 
involved in the “SCIG” program.

• Your hospital may already be involved, if not, 
it is highly likely that one day they will.

• We need to know what it is and the impacts it 
will have on our hospitals and (more 
importantly) on us in the laboratory. 
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What is “SCIG”?

• SCIg, short for Subcutaneus Immunoglobulin.

• It is a blood product containing human immunoglobulin.

• For patients unable to produce enough antibodies to maintain 
a healthy immune system or if they have an autoimmune 
disorder.
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• Given subcutaneously, under the 
skin, slowly injected through a 
needle into the bodies fatty tissue, 
just under the skin.



What is “SCIG”?

• Two products currently available under the 

NBA supply arrangement, ie funded.

- Hitrenza 20% (imported).

- Evogam 16% (domestic, Aussie donors).
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Hitrenza and Evogam

• Comparison information is 

available on the NBA 

website.

www.blood.gov.au
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The Good

• Patients can self administer at home, in their time.

• Patient choice as to how often, how long and how many sites.
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The Good

• Example, patient requiring 200mL Hitrenza a month:
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The Good 
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• Volumes are smaller, more frequent, IgG levels more constant.



The Good

• Constant Ig levels means the negatives seen with IVIg

administration are reduced:

- Severe headaches, rigors, chills and other adverse events.

- Fatigue and rate of infections.

• Pre and post medication generally not required.

• Reduced hospital costs.
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The Bad

• The patient has to self administer! They must be reliable and adherent.

• Education required, to administer product, ensure awareness of 

the signs and symptoms of any potential transfusion reaction.
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NBA Resources – Patient brochure
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NBA Resources – Patient brochure 
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NBA Resources – FAQs - Patients
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The Bad

• Recommended a diary is kept of what, when and how SCIg is used, as 

well as any reactions, if product is not used and the reason why.

• NBA Resource:
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The Bad

• Patient must ensure appropriate storage conditions:

- Hitrenza, stored below 25°C.

- Evogam, once removed from the fridge must be stored below 25°C 

and used within 2 weeks.

• Regular infusions and at more than one site may not be ideal.
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• Initially localised side effects; 

skin irritation, redness, swelling 

and itching.



The Bad

• Whilst their may be reduced hospitals costs it is expected that costs of 

consumables and provision of SCIg does not discriminate against 

privately insured patients and those treated at a public hospital.

• Hospitals must supply all consumables!
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The bad…ish

• Initial patient education and training, by a 

skilled nurse, suggested 4-6 sessions. 

• Patients and their families should be 

continuously supported and offered regular 

medical and nursing follow up care, for 

monitoring, advice and clinical assessment.
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NBA Resources – Training Checklist 
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NBA Resources – FAQ
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The Ugly
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• Access to “funded” SCIg is only available to  patients  with approved 

conditions. These can be found on the NBA website:



The Ugly

• Patient access to SCIg is currently 

only made available through a 

hospital based program.

• Hospitals are required to establish 

their capability and capacity to 

manage such a program within 

governing requirements.
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The Ugly
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• For some states 

acknowledgement of the 

governing requirements is 

required.

• For some states endorsement by 

state health departments is 

required.



The Ugly – It can be complicated
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The Ugly
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• Depending on the state the patient resides, the laboratory may 

receive and dispense SCIg, however a pharmacist or a medical 

practitioner may be required to issue the product to the patient. 

• More doses and vials = more work for the laboratory.



SCIg Administration, two options

• Mechanical infusion pumps (spring loaded or battery powered).

• Rapid push (a manual method that does not require a pump -

infusion is pushed by hand through a syringe).

• The rapid push method can result in rapid infusions that are safe 

and well tolerated, however the ability to administer SCIg by the 

push method is dependent on patient characteristics, including 

strength to manually push the syringe. Some patients who use a 

pump can also be trained in the push method in case there is a 

problem with the pump.
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My final thought on SCIg

• I feel that SCIg has a very important place in our health care system.

• As health professionals I feel we should be embracing SCIg.

• There are clear benefits to patients of maintaining a constant IgG level.

• With the busy lives that many people now lead, finding the balance 

between work and home, family and our own health is essential. 

• SCIg gives patients the opportunity to take control of their 

immunoglobulin therapy, more importantly their lives and we should 

provide as many opportunities to make this happen!

Thank you
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Hizentra - CMI
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